
Positions the Hand:
The SaeboStretch provides maximum positioning utilizing the following:

• Proprietary new dynamic hand piece that comes in three varying
grades of resistance to better match your patient’s specific needs

• Proprietary new strapping system that utilizes key anatomical
points of control to maximize control and ensure an intimate fit

• Malleable wrist and thumb mounts allow the therapist to further
customize the fit

• New non-slip strap material and design help facilitate keeping
the fingers in the desired position

• Proprietary Breeth-O-Preen covering that allows moisture to wick
away, enhancing skin integrity and hygiene

• Special padding to help maintain the integrity of the palmer arch

A dynamic solution for
a dynamic problem®

What is the SaeboStretch?
How is the SaeboStretch different from current splints?

The SaeboStretch® is a revolutionary new, award-winning dynamic hand splint for individuals suffering from neurological
injuries such as stroke. The splint helps to prevent joint damage while improving and maintaining range of motion.

Give your patient’s hand the best possible chance for recovery

Other splint

SaeboStretch



To order call:
1-800-323-5547
In Canada call 1-800-665-9200

Fax toll free:
1-800-547-4333
In Canada fax 1-877-566-8611
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Protects the Joints:
Traditional splints are made from hard/rigid material that do not allow for any movement of the
fingers. The SaeboStretch has a unique dynamic hard piece that allows the fingers to move
through flexion caused by postural changes, associated reactions and increased tone. The same
stretch technology then gradually repositions the fingers into extension. The SaeboStretch
includes three different hand pieces that offer various grades of resistance so you can further
match your patient’s specific needs.

Indications: SaeboStretch is appropriate for patients with minimum to
moderate tone and soft tissue shortening. It is NOT appropriate for
patients with severe tone and contractures.
Sizing instructions: measure across the proximal phalanges of digits 2-5
just proximal to the PIP joints. Make sure the fingers are in the adducted
position. Do not wrap the tape down the lateral or medial side of the
hand.
Consider the length of the fingers when deciding between 2 different sizes.
(i.e. shorter fingers = smaller size)

Width of 2-5th digits
Left Right just proximal to the PIP joints Size
0815-55-093 0815-55-127 21⁄4” to 23⁄4” Small
0815-55-101 0815-55-135 23⁄4” to 31⁄4” Medium
0815-55-119 0815-55-143 31⁄4” to 4” Large

Left Right Size
0815-55-184 0815-55-150 Small
0815-55-192 0815-55-168 Medium
0815-55-200 0815-55-176 Large

Replacement Liners

SaeboStretch

0815-55-218 Small
0815-55-226 Medium/Large

Replacement Strap Set

“The SaeboStretch finally allows the control of my patient’s
hand that I have always wanted. He stood, he walked, and
even yawned without losing position of his fingers. Thanks for
making the product all therapists have desired.”

Liz Miner
Occupational Therapist

“It really is the most comfortable hand splint I’ve ever worn.
Had the SaeboStretch been available when I had my stroke, I
think I might have more function and use of my hand today.”

John Whitfield
Stroke Survivor

*Note product must be fitted by a therapist or orthotist.

What happens
when you put
a dynamic hand
in a static splint?
• Joint Deformities
• Contractures
• Hypermobility

When choosing a splint, request the best. Ask for the
SaeboStretch. To learn more about this revolutionary
new splint, please call 1-800-323-5547 or contact your
local Patterson Medical Representative


